Explore all the recent updates to the Pluralsight Skills platform.

Stay ahead of the tech curve by joining our Pluralsight + A Cloud Guru product release webinar (opens in new tab) to introduce you to what’s new in Pluralsight Skills and ACG.
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Learner releases

- After you take a skill assessment, the details page now displays the date when you can retake the assessment to track your improvement.

- Now you can get Skills content recommendations in your moment of need in Visual Studio Code when you use the VS Code Extension (available as a Preview release on the Visual Studio Marketplace).

- Want to stay up-to-date on what’s changing with technology? Now you can listen to the discussion when you check out our All Hands on Tech podcast (opens in new tab).
Leader releases

Courses analytics is now called Content analytics. Content analytics captures more of your users' learning by including video courses, interactive courses, and projects.

If you need help, please email support@pluralsight.com for 24/7 assistance.